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This is a blackjack game with two bonus wagers . The Blackjack portion
may be dealt by any rules approved by the WSGC, with the exception that
the players first two cards must be dealt face up by rule. House edges
listed below are based on a 6 deck shoe only. The game uses standard
52 card decks . For the bonus wagers the cards always rank as follows from
lowest to highest 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-Jack-Queen-King-Ace The bonus
wagers are Acey Duecey-21, featuring the Raise That Pays, and WAR .
The game may have 6 or 7 player spots and may be ordered with both games
or without the war bonus wagers.

WAR

The war bonus wager minimum may be set by the house .
The house may set any maximum within WSGC rules.
First the player places the optional WAR bonus wager
and receives both of their cards . If their first card is higher than the
dealers up card they win. If it is lower than the dealers up car they lose.
If their first card is the same the as the house then the players second
card will be used. If the players second card is higher than the house up
card they win . If it is the same or a lower they lose. House edge
0.5248%
Pay table 2 for war On this pay table if the players first card is the
same as the dealers up card they lose ½ their bet . House edge for
this pay table is 3.69%

ACEY DEUCEY

The Acey Duecey bonus wager is a 1$ minimum the max may be set by
the house within WSGC limits provided that.
If the original bet is already the maximum bet allowed by WSGC rule the
raise that pays may only be equal or less than the Acey Deucey Ante
but not more. If the house chooses a max bonus wagers less than the
maximum bet allowed by WSGC. They must let the player Raise up to

double the Acey Duecey Ante Provided said raise does not exceed
WSGC limits. This bonus wager has two parts based on the same outcome.
Before any cards are dealt the player places an Optional Acey Deucey Ante
then all players are dealt their first two cards face up the house takes their
first card only and leaves it face down. After looking at their first two cards
the players have the option to raise their Acey Deucey Ante from 1$ up
to twice the original bet amount. This is called the Raise That Pays .
After all players have Checked or raised the dealer brings out the house
second card and exposes the house up card. If the house up card ranks
between the players two cards they win. Example : Player has King -7
the house has an 8, player wins.
Player has a Queen-2 ,the house has a Queen player loses. The Queen
is not between the Queen and the 2 If the player has connected cards,
like 7-8 they lose.
If the player has a pair they will win if they make 3 of a kind ,but push if
they don’t make 3 of a kind. Any player receiving a pair in their first 2
cards is free rolling and cannot lose. They will most likely always raise
the maximum 2 times the original bet, unless using any of the
following pay tables pay tables. 1B 2B 3B on these pay tables a
player may not raise their bet if they have a pair. Winning hands with 3
suited cards pays more . Both the Acey Duecey Ante and the Raise That
Pays, except as mentioned above on pay tables 1B 2B & 3B
pay the listed odds .The spread means cards between the players cards
a player hand of 5-7 would have a spread of 1( the 6). A 5-8 would have
a spread of 2 ( the 6&7) . Winning hands are paid off the pay tables below
Pay table 1
Spread Suited Off Suited
1
30-1
6-1
2
10-1
2-1
3-11 5-1
1-1
Three of a kind pays 30-1 Suited & 6-1 off suited . House edge 2.99%
Pay table 2
Spread Suited Off Suited
1
25-1
6-1
2
10-1
2-1
3-11 5 -1
1-1
Three of a kind pays 25-1 suited and 6-1 unsuited . House edge 3.46%

Pay Table 3
Spread Suited Off Suited
1
30-1
6-1
2-11
5-1
1 -1
Three of a kind pays 30-1 Suited & 6-1
House edge 5.29%
Pay table 1B
Spread Suited Off Suited
1
30-1
6-1
2
10-1
2-1
3-11 5 -1
1-1
Three of a kind pays 30-1 Suited & 6-1 off suited . Player may not raise
on a pair.
Pay table 2B
Spread Suited Off Suited
1
25-1
6-1
2
10-1
2-1
3-11 5 -1
1-1
Three of a kind pays 25-1 suited and 6-1 unsuited . Player may not raise
on a pair
Pay Table 3B
Spread Suited Off Suited
1
3 0-1
6-1
2-11
5-1
1-1
Three of a kind pays 30-1 Suited & 6-1 off suited . Player may not raise
on a pair.
Players may not side bet on another players hand, any game irregularities must be handled
by the house policy ,which must comply with WSGC rules. Aggregate limits must comply with
WSGC rules
Operator cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230-15-040 and
WAC 230-15-140
Acey Duecy-21 is a standard house banked blackjack game with optional bonus wager(s) All standard
rules pertaining to blackjack as posted on the WSGC’s website remain the same except for those listed in
these Rules of Play

